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The Petrie Museum
The Petrie Museum has and continues to pioneer the use of digital technologies to make material heritage more
accessible to the public.
This blog site is an experimental new space where you can follow and participate in the research, development and
use of new technologies being developed at UCL. The items presented on this site will range from IT project plans to
completed digital exhibitions to user evaluations.
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NAZIR TANBOULI
Nazir is an artist, born in Alexandria, Egypt. He studied at the Alexandria Faculty of Fine Art. He has been based in the UK
– the East Midlands and London – since 2002.

Read Nazir’s essay Egyptians between official and unofficial here.
I find the shapes of these birds and various other animals very interesting. They are not what most people regard as
“Egyptian style;” they are very simple and some might say naive, yet they have their own bloodline within Egyptian History.
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This style has always been present on the Egyptian
street, and is part of the Egyptian visual culture, yet it has never been officially in the foreground of what we regard as
Egyptian art. These shapes have found their way across dynasties; they exist within Coptic iconography, and are depicted on
oriental rugs and carpets made in little villages around Sakkara. Last and certainly not least, the shapes recur in the famous
Islamic sugar figurines which Muslim children buy and eat on religious occasions, to the day. See more here, here, and here.
This simple and basic style has survived persistently across eras; cutting across class, religious and regional divides; and that
is why it should be recognized as Egyptian art .

UC7144
The name of the game TREK TRAK comes from the sound that it creates when you play it: you are supposed to put the
small piece on the ground then hit it with the stick on the wedgy part. It makes the sound “TREK” and flips in the air a
couple of feet. Thats when you hit it across with the long stick and it makes the sound “TRAK.”
If you managed to hit it twice, you get the point and you play a second turn. It wasn’t a toy you would buy in the shop in my
time; we used a wooden ruler as the stick and half a wooden washing peg for the small part. We played endlessly, every day.
When you come to think about it, this game is an early stage of training that allowed Egyptians to maintain their main
wooden stick skills, such as stick dancing and stick fighting.
The Egyptian name of this fish – tilapia – is bolti, – it is the most common, best loved Nile fish. It’s dark grey with pink and
green shades. Egyptians love to eat it on Friday; on that day, all the streets smell of bolti on the grill. The story goes that
when Osiris was cut into pieces by his brother, Seth and his body parts were scattered around in different locations, Isis had
to travel around and collect them and it took her a bit of time.

She managed to collect every part except his penis.
That was a big problem because Egyptians believed that the body shall not be brought back to life unless it was intact, so she
started another search for the missing member, which was consumed by a fish. She had to find the fish in question, and
when she did, Osiris was brought back to life for a very brief period and Isis got pregnant with Horus. That was supposed to
have taken place on Friday. Whether on not we care about the story, the fact is that right up to the present time it’s custom to
eat this fish on Friday, and Egyptians have always considered eating fish on Friday to have a sexual reference.
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This vase is my answer to all those who might accuse me of “copying
Picasso.” Ilove Picasso, but this style comes naturally to me. You could label any orther artist a Picasso-wannabe, but when
it comes to Egyptian artists, we are merely revisiting ourcultural heritage – which Picasso obviously studied – when creating
similar objects.

Nazir’s original artwork, created for the exhibition:

http://www.nazirtanbouli.com
http://nazirtanbouli.wordpress.com
http://www.saatchionline.com/art/view/artist/162/art/658641
Filed under: Myth, Migration & Egyptomania by Petrie Museum Staff

3 Responses to “Guest Digital Curator – Nazir Tanbouli”
1. gillianmciver, on May 9th, 2011 at 8:19 pm Said:
Guest Curator – Nazir Tanbouli http://t.co/4mTbBG8 via @PetrieMuseum
2. bitter wit, on May 9th, 2011 at 8:19 pm Said:
Guest Curator – Nazir Tanbouli http://t.co/4mTbBG8 via @PetrieMuseum
3. guest curator at the Petrie Museum | Nazir Tanbouli, on June 12th, 2011 at 12:03 pm Said:
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Follow @FriendsofPetrie
@schrodingerskit This session at the Petrie Museum is for teens and older children, see http://t.co/y2J6yePs 3rd
December More updates.
TWO FACED? A CASE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF COLLECTING AT THE PETRIE MUSEUM -1 Dec;
Doors open 6pm, Petrie Museum, Free. http://t.co/04MBR9jY More updates.
@KariACarlisle Please follow @PetrieMuseEgypt - joint Twitter for Friends & Petrie Museum http://t.co
/cN1GB5eJ & Facebk http://t.co/4RYmtpsT More updates.
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'Use the arts to boost the
nation's health' - have a read of
this article about social
prescribing from Peter
Bazalgette, including a mention
of our Museums on
Prescription research project.
http://www.theguardian.com
/…/arts-boost-nationshealth-nhs-…

3,767 people like UCL Museums and
Collections.
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